
50 potential topics to use for an essay:

1. Climate change is a big issue.
2. Online piracy should be abolished.
3. Military spending must be cut.
4. War is a necessary evil.
5. More Internet control is needed.
6. Music is a vehicle for good.
7. Politics need to be more inclusive.
8. Wage slavery is a problem.
9. The healthcare system needs boosting.
10. Private schools should be abolished.
11. We are too reliant on technology.
12. Immunisation is dangerous.
13. We are too reliant on medications.
14. The media needs more regulation.
15. Tobacco should be banned.
16. We focus too much on alcohol.
17. The education system is sub-par.
18. Gender equality isn’t enough.
19. Universities need to accept fewer students.
20. More scholarships are needed for poorer students.
21. Water needs to be controlled.
22. Electricity should be controlled by the state.
23. High-street shops need protecting.
24. Social networking needs better regulation.
25. People should be prosecuted for what they say online.
26. Iran shouldn’t be allowed nuclear weapons.
27. Weapons of mass destruction should be banned,
28. Movie classifications are pointless.
29. Video games are dangerous.
30. The Internet is becoming too prominent.
31. Only the rich should enter politics.
32. IQ tests are not reflective of intelligence.
33. A focus on science and mathematics in schools is necessary.
34. Nazi Germany did many good things.
35. Formal examinations are not an accurate way of measuring ability.
36. Less able students should be left behind.
37. Dangerous animals should be culled.
38. Advertisements for video games should be banned.
39. Advertisements for fast food should be banned.
40. More women should become company directors.
41. Fathers should be given more paternity leave.
42. Fruit isn’t as healthy as people think.
43. Teachers are undervalued in society.
44. Political speeches have lost their benefits.
45. A cap on political campaign spending is needed.
46. Physical Education is unnecessary and pointless.
47. Obesity isn’t a problem in society.



48. Celebrities shouldn’t be afforded special privileges.
49. Unfit people should have to pay additional taxes.
50. The state has too much power.
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